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      A very well laid out book with a broad coverage of law as well as the core topic of the book.  I really liked it; easily accessible writing style and a very nice visual feel to the book. It's really comprehensive for its size, and we are stocking it in the library as well as recommending it to students.




  
          Michael Isles




              


    
      



 


 
      This was an extremely useful text which I used to construct and carry out report writing workshops. Highly recommended.




  
          Mr Neil Van Dokkum




              


    
      



 


 
      This book has been used largely by our Children and families social workers and is very useful in formulating Court reports and enhancing the skills of staff being called to court.




  
          Mr Derek Barron




              


    
      



 


 
      Helpful especially for beginners and for those wishing to understanding report writings skills




  
          Ms MARY ANDALL-STANBERRY




              


    
      



 


 
      A really useful book which I refer to all the time, linking the transferable ability of writing academic assignments to the development of writing  informed based  court reports.




  
           Rosemary Willers




              


    
      



 


 
      Not directly relevant to my teaching, but a useful text.




  
           Philip Gilligan




              


    
      



 


 
      This book has not been adopte4d for use on this programme currently, but has been passed to partner agencies to supplement ongoing training as part of the assessed and supported yearin practice.




  
          Mrs Kay Wall




              


    
      



 


 
      -	Informative book

-	Language is easy to understand

-	Covered a good range of topics

The examples given helped students to visualise how they could write their own reports.




  
          Mr Michael Lyne




              


    
      



 


 
      Good Text that covers the subject well.




  
           Nigel Downes




              


    
      



 


 
      This has been needed for a while and we are recommending it on our PQ legal teaching . It is easy to follow and will make the most nervous future or current court practitioner more certain in what they have to do in court and importantly why !




  
          Mr Simon Howard




              


    
      



 


 
      The Book has been used for students undertaking AMHP training.




  
          Mr Robert Wu




              


    
      



 


 
      Much needed and useful text that supports our final year students - brilliantly written, excellent case studies and sign posting.




  
          Mrs Jackie Plenty




              


    
      



 


 
      Really good book, essential reading for my final year students in Children and Families module and useful for them to take on into employment as a practice guide




  
          Ms Helen Burrows




              


    
      



 


 
      A good book for PQ




  
          Mrs Julie  Crawshaw




              


    
      



 


 
      This book not only provides good practical advice for writing for court but for any situation where a 'formal' approach to report writing is needed.




  
          Dr Ann Hodson




              


    
      



 


 
      very clear and useful




  
          Mrs Fiona Wilkes
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